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Let n,.,(r, k) denote the maximal cardinality of Sperner families Sr (i.e., XG Y 
for all X, YE Sr) on an r-element set satisfying c ( 1x1 < d for all X E F and in 
which no k sets have an empty intersection. qd(r, k) was determined by Frank1 (J. 
Combin. Theory Ser. A 20 (1976), l-l 1) if c > r/k, and, if c = 0 and d = r, by 
Frank1 and the author (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 28 (1980), 54-63; Acta Cybernet. 
4 (1978), 213-220 for all r and k with exception of 60 values of r if k = 3. In this 
paper we solve the problem of determination of nc.d(r, 3) in nearly all unknown 
cases. In particular, we obtain n,,,(r, 3) for 33 of the exceptional cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Sperner family Y = {X,, X, ,..,, X,) is a set of subsets of 
R = { 1, 2,..., r} (r > 2) such that no one subset contains another. Let k > 2 
be an integer. 1x1 denotes the cardinality of Sr while IX] denotes the 
cardinality of X. 
B(r, k) denotes the set of all Sperner families F on R satisfying 
k 
u Xi, # R for all integers i, ,..,, i, with 1 < i, < . .a < i, < n. 
j=l 
(1) 
Further let n(r, k) = max()Fl:F E B(r, k)}. Each Sperner family Sr on 
R\{u}, v E R, belongs to B(r, k), i.e., for any r and k we have B(r, k) # 0 
and that n(r, k) exists. ST= {X ,,..., X,} E B(r, k) holds if and only if 
P\cY, y-.-, Ri-G 1 is a Sperner family on R in which no k sets have an empty 
intersection. Therefore we obtain the same function n(r, k) by exchanging the 
union by the intersection in (1). 
n(r, 2) was determined by Milner [ 1 l] and later by Brace and Daykin [ 11, 
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while n(r, k), k > 4, was determined by the author 151. If k = 3, the following 
two configurations are known: 
n(r,3)= ([(r~-l;,21) + 1 
and 
n(r, 3, = ( [(r:-l;,2,) * 
(2) 
(3) 
Frank1 [4] proved (2) for even, large enough r (e.g., for r > 1000) and (3) 
for odd, large enough r (e.g., for r > 300). The author [5] showed (2) for 
r = 7 or even r > 400 and (3) for all odd r with exception of 12 values. The 
author improved in [6] the results with a new method, showing (2) for r = 4, 
6, 114 or even r> 120 and (3) for odd rf 7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 27. In this 
paper we will improve these results, showing (2) for r = 48 or even r > 54. 
But the aim of this paper is to solve a more general problem: What 
maximal cardinality can a family FE Q(r, 3) have, if the cardinalities of all 
sets X E Sr are bounded. Let c and d be integers with 0 < c < d < r. 
Consider families Y E B(r, 3) satisfying c < 1x1 < d for all X E Y. Some 
problems of this type are solved (e.g., Frank1 [4] in c > (r - 1)/3) or 
reducible. The open problem is 0 & c < (r - 1)/3 < d < (r - 2)/2. We will 
prove in nearly all cases: 
ITIG (y)+ (;:;:2) if c<r-2d-1 
and 
IflIG (“) if c>r-2d. 
These estimations are best possible. 
In Section 2 we will present some notations, known results which we will 
use and the main result. In Section 3 we will prove an estimation for families 
jr E B(r, 3) whose elements are bounded with respect to their cardinalities; 
while using this estimation we will prove the main result in Section 4. 
2. NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULT 
Before we will be able to formulate and prove our results we will present 
some notations and known results. 
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If jr is a family of subsets of R, then 5 (i = 0, l,..., r) denotes the family 
of sets belonging to F and having cardinality i, while the parameters 
pO,pI ,..., pr of F are the numbers of sets in FO, 5 ,..., 5, respectively. 
Let po, p1 ,..., pI be the parameters of a Sperner family on R. Then Lube11 
[ lo] proved 
\vJ 
Let dST={F:3GER, FcG, IGpI= 
Kruskal-Katona theorem [8,9] we have 
}. If 161 < (T), then from the 
51. (5) 
If X and Y are two subsets of R, neither of which contains the other, write 
X < Y if max{v: v E X/Y} < max{v: v E Y/X}. This defines a total order of 
the sets of the same cardinality. Clements [2] and Daykin et al. [3] have 
shown that if 5 consists of the first pi sets of cardinality i, e consists of 
the first sets of cardinality (i - l), and if there is a Sperner family F with 
parameters po, p1 ,..., pr then there is a canonical Sperner family yfl with 
the same parameters. The family yfl is as follows. If m is the largest index 
such that pm # 0 we take the first p, sets of cardinality m; then we take the 
first pm-, sets of cardinality m - 1 which are not contained by any sets of 
(SF),,, ; then we take the first pmP2 sets of cardinality m - 2 which are not 
contained by any sets of (yfl)m U (YF)m _ I ; and SO on. 
THEOREM 1 (Greene and Hilton [7, Theorem 21). Let Y E B(r, k) and 
let po, p1 ,..., p, be the parameters of X. Let pi = 0 for any i < (r - 1)/k. 
Then JfF also has that property; in fact every set in Yfl does not 
contain r. 
Let c and d be integers with 0 <c < d < r. Denote n&, k) = 
max{ 1.F : r E O(r, k), c < IX] < d for all X E fl}. Then nc,Jr, k) exists if 
and only if c < r - 1. All c-element subsets of R\(r) form a family ST 
belonging to B(r, k), while in the c = r case the only possible family 
Sr = (R } does not belong to 6(r, k). 
Clearly, 
no,,@, k) = n(r, k). 
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If d < (I - 1)/k, then every Sperner family ST with 1x1 < d for all X E x 
belongs to B(r, k), in particular the (:)-element family consisting of all d- 
element subsets of R. From (4) we have altogether in this case: 
If c > r/k, then Theorem 1 says that there is a canonical Sperner family with 
the same parameters consisting only of sets of R\{r}. 5“F is a simple 
Sperner family on R\{r}. We observe that the set of all e-element subsets of 
R\(r) with c < e < d belongs to @(r, k). By (4) we obtain 
nc,h-, k) = (r ; ’ ) 
r- 1 





= (,(rr-i$21) otherwise. 
What happens if c < (r - 1)/k and d > r/k? In this paper we will solve this 
problem nearly completely in the k = 3 case. Throughout let a = [(r - 2)/2] 
and let b = [(r - 1)/3]. Then c < b and d > b. The author has proven the 
following lemma in more general form in [5]: 
LEMMA 1. of ST E B(r, 3) with UxcFX= R, JSTI maximal and 
maxxar 1x1 is minimal, then 
IXl<a (6) 
for all X EST. 
LEMMA 2. Let c < b and let d > (r - 1)/Z Then 
Proof: Let ST E B(r, 3) satisfying c < IX/ < d for all X E Sr. If 
U Xef X # R, R is a Sperner family on R\(v) for some u E R, i.e., 
by (4). 
If u,, f X = R there is a family Y E B(r, 3) with [Sri = l.Yl by Lemma 1 
satisfying c < 1x1 < a for all X E .Y by (6). Clearly, 191 < n,,,(r, 3). Q.E.D. 
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Now we present our main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let d be an integer with 
a>d>b+3 $ r = 45,48,51,54,51,59,60,62,63,65,66,68,69 
orr>71, 
>b+4 if r = 56,58,61,64,67,70, 
>b+5 if r = 53. 
Then 
n ,&r-,3)= crdl)+ (,‘,L,) ifc<r-2d-1, 
= if car-2d. 
The c > b case was considered earlier. 
Let pi denote the number of subsets of R of cardinality i which are subsets 
of some sets of .F; i.e., if m is the largest index with pm # 0, then pk =p, 
and pi = pi + /A(*+, U .-a A(&) *-*)I. 
LEMMA 3. Let s < r/2 be an integer and let K denote an arbitrary 
family of dzflerent s-element subsets of R. Finally let xTS denote the largest 
family of (2s)-element subsets of R such that for every X E FzS there is at 
least a pair (Y, Z) of subsets of 5 satisfying Y U Z = X. Then 
r-s 
( ) 
Ial> 2s;1 ~-*‘;I--(is). 
( ) S 
This lemma, on which our proof of Theorem 2 is based, was proven by the 
author in [6]. 
3. AN UPPER BOUND FOR nr,d(r,3) 
Let c < b and let b < d < a. Let ?F be a maximal family belonging to 
(ti(r, 3) with c < IX] < d for all X E Y. We decompose F into subfamilies 
g, &Y and Z, defined as follows: 
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ka is a subfamily ofSr with Yg = (X: X E 9x, r @ X}, 
~={1X:XE~~,/XI~r-2d-l}, 
Gi?={X:XE~L9IXJ>r-2d}. 
If c > r - 2d, then ,Z = 0. Let e = max{lXI :X E A?‘}. Further let t, and t, be 
integers with t, = (I - d + 1 < t, < (e - r)/2 + a + 1. 
1. By Theorem 1 we have that all X E F with 1x1 > b belong to !?Z. YG 
is a Sperner family on R\{r}. By the definition of t, we have a - t, t 1 > e 
and we obtain, by (4), 
a-to+ 1 c 
a=a-t,+1 
(r:l ) + l+(y2$l PO < 1 
and 




2. If c<r-2d- 1, then Y= {X:rfZX,XU {r)Ec4a(QU8)] is a 
Sperner family on R\(r) with cardinality and lgl and IXI< r - 2d - 2 holds 
for all XE .Y. By (4) we get 




3. Now we estimate IRl. We have 1X1< e for all XE Z Let t be an 
integer with to < t < 2,. Consider 
fl’ -K-t+, uw%t+2u4sr,-t+3 -*wLt,+1) *-*>l a-t+1 - 
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is a Sperner family. In order to prove this we observe that 1x1 > 
r - 2a + 2t - 2 holds for all X E X, where 
\ 
r-2a+2f-3 
x=(guz) (J 5. 
i=r-2a+2to-2 
The elements ofS7;,-2t+2 ** have cadinality r - 2a + 2t - 2. Clearly, X and 
.T 2a-2tt2 ** are Sperner families for themselves. We have only to show that 
there is no pair (Y, 2) with YE XzoPZttz** and Z E X satisfying Y c Z. 
Let us assume the contrary. Then there are two sets Y, , Y2 E ;Tb-r+, with 
Y, U Y, = R\Y. Hence, there are two sets Y{, Y; E F with Y’, 2 Y,, 
Yi r> Y,, respectively. Thus Y’, U Y; U Z 2 Y, U Y2 U Z = (R\Y) U Z 2 
(R\Y) U Y = R, i.e., we have three sets belonging to jT having the union R, 
which is a contradiction to our assumption. 
.F-t+1 = (X: r 6$X, XV {r} E 9(XUF2,-2t+2**>} 
is a Sperner family on R\{r}. If qi, q:, q; are the parameters of the families 
Pm’+‘, 3, F2a-2t+2**, respectively, qi = q;, i + qy+ i holds. By (4), using 
(‘,x;) < (‘;I) for 1x1 < e Q b < (r - 1)/2, we get 
-1 
,,,;-,+l ,,;,I G ly ( 1 









P%-2t+2**I < 1 
r-l (10) 
r-2a+2t-3 ) * 
For simplification let q: + qi-, = qyi,. From (10) we get the following 
(tl - t, + 1) weaker inequalities I(t), t = t,,,..., t, : 
1(t) : 
( 
1&,-*t+2**/ + ‘-f-l -K2a+2i--l 
r-2:;:t-3) iTo (:I:) 




1 (r-2Liki-2) - (:I:) ( 
X CZa+*i-l + ‘X1 <l r-l ” 
( ) e-l 






ci = 1 - 
( 
r- 1 r- 1 
r - 2a + 2t, - 2 1 ( r-2a+2t,-2 1 
for i = t, + l,..., t, - 1, 
and let 
Cf, = 
(:I:) (r-2c.iYkl-4) - 
( 
r- 1 r-l 
r-2a+2t,-2 ) ( r-2a+2t,-2 1’ 
Then ci > 0 for i = t,,,..., I,. By addition of the inequalities c,I(i) we obtain a 
new inequality. Consider the coefficients of the (t, - t,) parameters 
q:ll*a+zi-l (i= t~,...~ fI - 1). The coefficient of q:IL20+Zi-, is equal to 
( r- 1 ) = 
! ( r--2:‘,:i,)- (:f:) /(:12I~~I~) 
i 
-i:l:)!i 




r-2a+2t,-2 r-2a+2t,-2 ) 
= 0. 
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So we have obtained an estimation for IR( dependent only on the 















tYo r- 1 
r-2a+2t,-2 )’ 









( a-t+1 1 r 
( 
r-l 
r-2a+2t-3 ) ( 
za-2t+ 1 pL+l- 
a-t+1 ) 
( 2a - 2t + 2 
)I 
>c 2(r-a+t- 1) Pb-t+l 
” r-2a+2t-2 
i (all:l)- r 
r-2a+2t-2 
1’ 
These inequalities applied to (11) give jointly (8) and (9) the following upper 
bound for 1x1: 




+ c l- 
( 1 a - t, r-l 
f=O--l,+l i 1 r-l ( 1 Pt- r-2a+2t,-2 ( 1 t 
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X 
1 
qr--++t,- 1) PLO+1 
r-2a+2t,-2 
(a:,:I)- r ; 








&+ 1 r-2a+2t-2 - r-2a+2t-4 )I 







x 2(r-a+t,-1) Ph-t,+l 
i 
r-2a+2t,-2 (nll,;l) - r-2aJ2t,-2 1’ 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we will study the function f,,,,,(...). First we will prove the 
following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Zfr=2a+2,lett=landa>7ort~2anda~3t+3.Zf 
r=2a+3,lett=landa>8ort>2aanda>3t+4.Then 
(1-i) (r-211it-2) 2r-2a+2t-2 (12) 
l- (,:L)> Cl) 
r-2a-b2t-2 ’ 
Proox 1. r even, r = 2a + 2. Equation (12) is equivalent to 
Q(a,t)= (a+t+ l)(a+t+ 1)&7-t+ I)! 1 
(2t)2(2t)!(2a - 2t + I)! < T3 
Q(7,l) = -$ < +, 
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Q(3t + 3 t> = (4t + 4)(2t + 4)(2t + 3)(2t + 2)(2t + 1) 
3 (2t)*(4t + 7)(4t + 6)(4t + 5) 
<L (2t+4)(2t+2)(2t+ 1) 
2 (2t)2(4t + 7) 
1 8t3 + 28t2 +28t +8 1 =- 
2 16t3 + 282’ < 5’ 
using 8t3 > 8 . 4 . t = 28t + 4t > 28t + 8 









- 2t + 3 2a - 2t + 2 <I (3t < a). 
Hence 
Q<a + LO = (a + t + 2)2(a - t + 2) 
Q<a, t> (a + t + 1)(2a - 2t + 3)(2a - 2t + 2) ’ ” 
so that the statement follows by induction. 
2. r odd. r = 2a + 3. Equation (12) is equivalent to 
P(a 
3 
t) = (a + t + 2)(a + t + 2)!(a - C + I)! < J- 
(2t + 1)2(2t + 1)!(2a - 2t + l)! 2 ’ 
P(3t + 4 
7 
t) = (4t + 6)(2t + 5)(2t + 4)(2t + 3)(2t + 2) 
(2t + 1)2(4t + 9)(4t + 8)(4t + 7) 
< L (2t + 5)(2t + 3)(2t + 2) 
2 (2t + 1)2(4t+ 9) 
1 8t3+40t2+31t+30 1 =- 
2 16t3 + 52t2 + 40t + 9 < T’ 
using 8t3 > 8 . 23 > 21 for t > 2. 




a+t+2 < 1 and 2~+~~~3 < 2I’::,‘2 <l (3t<a--1). 
Hence 
P(a + 1, t) (a + t + 3)2(a - t + 2) 
P(a, t> = (a + t + 2)(2u - 2t + 3)(2u - 2t + 2) ’ 1’ 
so that the statement follows by induction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let t, = a - b - 2 if r = 45, 48, 5 1, 54, 51, 59, 60, 62, 63, 
65, 66, 68, 69 or r > 71, or let t, = a - b - 3 ifr = 56, 58, 61, 64, 67, 70, or 
let t,=u-b-4 ifr-53. Then 
(:I:,) (;I:) 2(r-aft,-1) 
‘- (u:,;l)’ (,I---~) r-2u+2t,-2’ (13) 
ProoJ: Equation (13) is equivalent to 
(r--art,--1) (u-t,+ l)(u-t,)...b 1 
M(r’ ‘I) = (r - 2u + 2t, - 2)2 (r - b)(r - b - 1) ... (r - a + t,) ’ 1’ 
First we discuss the cases with t, = a - b - 2. There are the following 
possibilities: 
r U b fl u-t,+1 
6t + 2 3t 2t t-2 2t + 3 
6t+3 3t 2t t-2 2t + 3 
6t+4 3t-t 1 2t+ 1 t-2 2t + 4 
6t+ 5 3t+ I 2t+ 1 t-2 2t + 4 
6tf6 3t+2 2t+ 1 t-l 2t + 4 
6t+ 7 3t+2 2t + 2 t-2 2t+ 5 
We give the fraction of M(r, tl) in ordered form. The second factor is always 
less than 1. Without diffkulties one can determine values of t such that the 
last factor is less than 1 also. 
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r last factor < 1, if 
6t+ 2 
6t + 3 
6t + 4 
6t + 5 
6t + 6 
1 4t- 1 (2t+3)(t+ 1) -- 
2 1 4t+ (2t-qZ 
t> 10 
1 (4t)(4t + 4) (2t + 3)t 
T(4t+ 1)(4t+3) (2t-3)* 
1 (4t)(4t + 4) (2t + 3)(t + 2) 
z (4t + I)(& + 3) t2t - 4)* 
1 4t + 1 (2t + 3)(t + 2) 
-- 
2 4t+3 (2t-3)* 
t> 10 
1 (4t + 2)(4t + 6) (2t + l)(t + 2) 
T (4t + 3)(4t + 5) (2t - 2)* 
6t + 7 
(4t + 2)(4t + 6) (2t + 5)(t + 2) 





In the remaining cases we give the first three digits of the digital fraction of 
M(r, t,): 
M(53, 5) = 0.327..., M(56, 6) = 0.421..., M(58, 6) = 0.497..., 
M(59, 7) = 0.487..., M(61, 6) = 0.459..., M(64, 7) = 0.428..., 
M(67, 7) = 0.402..., M(70,S) = 0.380..., Q.E.D. 
Let us return to the consideration of the function f,,,,,(...). If r and d are 
fixed, according to the conditions of d, then a, b and t, are given. Let t, be 
an arbitrary integer satisfying t, Q t, <a-b. Then every family YE G(r, 3) 
having parameters pI with 1x1 < d for all X E .F defines e and the 
cardinality of Sr is bounded by &,,(p _ I a fo+l’ PO-Io~~~~~ Pa-t,+1, Pn--lo+l~ 
Pb-t,v.., Pb-r,+,, e). The parameters pr and pi are integers, of course. 
We will extend the region of definition considering f,,,,,(m..) for real 
parameters pi and pi satisfying: 
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( r-l . ) 
P:>Pi+ ,I1 Pj+I 
( ) 
(i = a - to,..., a - t, + 1). 
i+ 1 
All integers p1 and pi, which we can get from a family ST, satisfy these three 
conditions. Condition (2) follows from Eq. (4) using SPB is a Sperner family 
on R\(r), while condition (3) follows from Eq. (5) and the definition of pi. 
Let r = 45, 48, 5 1, 53, 54 or r > 56. Further let d = a - t, + 1 satisfy the 
condition of Theorem 2. If T, denotes t, given in Lemma 5, let l, be the 
largest integer less than or equal to T, and (e - r)/2 + a + 1, i.e., 
t,=min(T,,(e-r)/2+a+ 1). 
We will estimate f,,,,,(.. .) over the region of definition given by 
conditions (l), (2) and (3) in the following steps. 
Our estimation of [jr1 is indeed a bound for 199-I. So we can use the 
parameters pi of 9X (it is possible that the pi’s of 9Y are different from 
the pi’s of Y). We start our procedure with the parameters pi and pi of 
9’F (not with arbitrary real numbers). 
Step 1. We consider the coefficient of ( :I: ) in&,(. . .). This is equal to 
1 _ p-a + f,- 1) 
I 
PL1+l 








9Q is a Sperner family on R\(r}, i.e., all subsets of sets of 99~ are subsets 
of R\{rJ. Hence, PL,+, < Li,:, ) and the coefficient of (:I: ) is 
nonnegative.&,,(. . .) increases if we replace ( :I : ) by 







if t, =- 2 +a+1 (e-l=rr2u+2t,-3). 
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Step 2. If we have replaced ( :I: ) by (,-,,‘;i,,-,) we omit this step. 
Otherwise we do the same as in Step 3 with t = t,, but we use Lemma 5 
instead of Lemma 4. 
Step 3. We describe this step in general form. 
t, - l,..., t, + 1. We have 
&.*(P,- to+, 3***3 Pa-t+ I? Ph-t,+ 1 )***Y PL+ 1) r-2a 
Pa-fo+lY~. PO-t+19 Pb-r,+w~ Pb-rt 
We do this step for t = t,, 
+2t- 1) 
2, Pa-r+1 
by condition (3). In the right-hand side of (14) we fix all parameters with 
exception of pa- *+ 1 and get in this way a function g(p,-,+,). g(po-,+,) is 
linear and the coefficient of pa-t+ I is equal to 
x 2(r-a+t- 1) 
r-2a+2t-2 
This coefficient is positive by Lemma 4. Now we use condition (2) which 
implies 
a--lo+ I 
\’ pi <l 
i=a-t+ 1 r-l ” 
7) i 
Thus we get 
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and 
&JP,- fo+l,..., P~-~+~, P&+,,..., ph-,+,,r-2a+2t- 1) 
Gf ( ,o,t+, Pa-to+l~~~*9 Pa-t+27 Pb-lo+lY.Y PL-r+z, r - 2a + 2t - 3) + 2, 
where 








( r- 1 1 ( r-l + r-2a+2t-2 - r-2a+2t-4 ) 
with 
By repeated application of condition (3) to (15) we can replace pbet+* by a 
linear combination ~fp~-~+~, P~-~+~,..., pa-to+, and get 
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Hence z(p) < z((,[;i r)) = 0. By the repeated application ((t, - to) times) of 
Step 3 we get 
f,,,t,(P - a fgfl,“‘, Pa-1,+1, Ph-to+w.3 Ph-t,+,, e) 
G &,t,(P,- to+13 Pb-to+lJ-2a+24- 1) 
= (:I:,)+ ( r-1 r-2a+2t,-2 )+(r-2ar+:r,-4) 
r- 1 ( ) 
+ ‘- (,I:: 1 ) pO-to+l- (r-2:+:1,-4) I I 
x W-a+b- 1 p&+, 
I 
r-2a+2to-2 (a;;:l) - r-2a+TZf,-2 j* 
Step 4. BY PL,+ I = pa-r,+ I and Lemma 4 we have that the coefficient 
of Pa-t,+1 
LJzo:t>. 
is positive and Jt,,t,(. ..) increases if we replace paPtO+ 1 by 
Altogether we have provenj& < (,r,: r) + (,-,~;&.,), i.e., 
In fact, the family consisting of all d-element subsets of R\(u) and all 
(r - 2d - 1)-element subsets of R having the element U, for some v E R, has 
the cardinality (‘;I) + ( ,-rz;!2) and belongs to O(r, 3). Moreover, if 
car-2d, then a=0 and we getf t0,t, < (‘j’), while the family consisting 
of all d-element subsets of R\(v), for some u E R, has the cardinality. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARK 
If d = a, i.e., lo = 1, we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. Let r = 45, 48, 51, 53, 54 or r > 56 and let SrE O(r, 3) 
satisfying u,,,, X = R. Then 
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ifr is even, 
if r is odd. 
These estimations are best possible. 
If r is even, this corollary improves the results of Frank1 [4] and the 
author [5, 61 (see also the Introduction). 
If r is odd, only estimations for 1x1 were known up to now. For the r’s of 
the Corollary we have a new proof of 
n(r, 3, = ( ,(rl-l;,2]) 3 
showing(,‘I:)+(r-l)<(‘,‘)withh=(r-1)/2by 
r-l 
> h-l +(r-1). ( ) 
The open problems are: Let FE (li(r, 3) with 1x1 <d for all XESr. 
What maximal cardinality can F have? 
(I) If r < 70, many of the n&r, 3) are unknown (see Theorem 2). 
(2) If r > 71, then rrc,fb+,)(r, 3) and n,,,,+,,(r, 3) are unknown. 
In all these cases the author has the conjecture that the statement 
according of Theorem 2 is true. 
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